
YFKtest on Ubuntu-Gnome 13.10 

Preface
This how-to is based on my experience with installing YFKtest on a fresh install of Ubuntu-Gnome 
13.10 (i386) and using LPT based keying running cwdaemon 0.9. I will also discuss setting up rig 
control using hamlib to communicate with a TS590 hooked directly from my PC to the rig via a single 
USB A-B type cable. 

All the terminal work I mention below is done with the standard gnome-terminal default with Ubuntu 
13.10, not an Xterm. This can be found under the Activities/Applications section from your main 
screen in Ubuntu. 

Getting Started With The Prerequisites  

First, lets install several prerequisites to accomplish our goals mentioned above. In order to pull the 
latest release from Fabians repo, we will need to install subversion, and that is accomplished by the 
following command  being issued at the terminal:

sudo apt-get install subversion

We also need to install libcurses-perl in order for YFK to run properly. This is not installed by default 
in 13.10. We will also need to install libltdl-d to compile our hamlib libraries, so we will add all this to 
the system by issuing the following command from the terminal as well:

sudo apt-get install libcurses-perl libltdl-d

Although YFKtest has support for Winkey, I do not have one of those yet, so I must use one of my old 
LPT based keyers that I built years ago for running Log-EQF and NA on DOS many years ago. For 
this, we will need to install cwdaemon through the repos as well. The current version of cwdaemon as 
of this writing in 0.9.5-1. To do this, issue the following command from the terminal as well:

sudo apt-get install cwdaemon

In order to have rig control, we also need to install hamlib. I have not had very good luck using the 
repos to install hamlib as a package, so lately I have simply gone to the Ubuntu launchpad, manually 
downloaded the hamlib 1.2.15.3-1.tar.gz file, and installed.  At the terminal, issue the following 
commands to do all this: 

wget https://launchpad.net/ubuntu/+archive/primary/+files/hamlib_1.2.15.3.orig.tar.gz

Now simply uncompress the file with the TAR command as follows:

tar -zxf hamlib_1.2.15.3.orig.tar.gz

CD to the new directory as follows:

cd hamlib-1.2.15.3

https://launchpad.net/ubuntu/+archive/primary/+files/hamlib_1.2.15.3.orig.tar.gz


Now issue the following three commands as follows, one after the other upon completion of the 
previous command:

./configure

make

sudo make install 

Now we are ready to pull down and install YFKtest. I always issue this command, and its where you 
should be by default, from within my home directory. Doing this, it will download and place all the 
needed files to run Yfktest, in a directory aptly named, yfktest in your home directory. As of this 
writing, the following command pulled down and installed revision #590 0.0.10 of YFKtest. The 
command to issue is as follows: 

svn checkout svn://svn.fkurz.net/yfktest

At this point, you can simply start and run YFKtest and have a functioning program with LPT keying 
providing you have an LPT interface and it is correctly hooked to your radio. You will need to be in the 
directory where YFKtest is installed, as in this case ~/yfktest/trunk. One thing I have noticed, the first 
time you start YFKtest, the LPT cwdaemon plays nicely. However, upon subsequent refires of YFKtest 
under the same login session, you have to manually restart cwdaemon each time before running 
YFKtest. Cwdaemon must be start by root with the following command:

sudo cwdaemon

Then you can run YFKtest as before under a normal user and within ~/yfktest/trunk/ simply by issuing:

./yfktest

 We have not yet setup rig support yet, and this is to follow in our next section.

Setting Up Rig Control

As prefaced earlier, we are going to be setting up rig control for a Kenwood TS590. This radio is 
connected by a single USB cable from the back of the rig to my PC's motherboard. In previous attempts 
to get rig control working in Ubuntu, specifically Fldigi related issues that I had,  I found some 
information about needing to remove BrailleTTY that runs in the background of Ubuntu. I have always 
since then removed this process by the following command issued at the terminal as such:

sudo apt-get remove brltty

followed then by a reboot of the machine to make /dev/ttyUSB0 available to rig control services.

sudo reboot

Also, along the lines of having /dev/ttyUSB0 available for use, we need to enable a standard user to 
have access to the USB port. We will need to add ourself to the “dialout” group in Ubuntu to give us 



the necessary permission to do so. From the terminal, issue the following command:

sudo adduser $USER dialout

You will also need to then logout and log back in to make this setting take effect as well. 

Next we have to simply setup the TS-590 for USB support. Specifically the USB baud-rate in menu 
setting #62 will need to be set the same as what YFKtest will be using later. For now, I have chosen 
38400 for my baud-rate, as this is the highest YFKtest offers in the menu later to be seen.

Preparing the Gnome Terminal for Use

Because YFKtest is an Ncurses based display, there are a few settings we need to adjust in the Gnome 
terminal to have it play nicely with YFKtest. The terminal ideally needs to be set for 80x24, click on 
the “Terminal” button of an open terminal session, scroll down to “80X24” and click once. Now we 
need to turn off some things that prohibit the Function  keys from working properly in YFKtest during 
CW transmit. Click on the “Edit/Keyboard Shortcuts tab as seen below, and uncheck the ticked areas 
for “Enable menu access keys...”, and “Enable the menu Shortcut key..” so that they look like below:

While in this same menu, scroll to the very bottom of the list to reveal the “Help” Shortcut key, click on 
the area that reads “F1” once, and you will notice it changes to “New accelerator..” , at this point hit 
CTRL and the H key simultanously (Or anything you like) to set the new shortcut keys for “Help” 



rather than the defaulted F1 wich we need to use for transmitting. My finished terminal adjustments 
look like below:

Starting YFKtest with our First Contest Setup

Although there are numerous ways to launch YFKtest, I have stuck with simply moving myself into the 
directory where our launcher is located by default after the SVN. Some day I will add the launcher to 
my PATH and making custom directories for each contest, but for now I always do the following from 
the command line in a teminal:

cd yfktest/trunk

Then typing:

./yfktest

You should now be greeted with the following screen-shot:



Hit Enter, and you should now create a new contest, I chose NAQP for this example and used my arrow 
down key to do so:

The next screen will prompt you to input you contest data, follow the prompts and use you r left-right 
arrow keys to change the options, and type in your name and exchange data near the end. Note 



especially for this contest, separating you name and qth with a “/” in order for YFKtest to automatically 
send your name and qth in one exchange upon hitting the “insert” key when the call field is filled 
during the logging process:

Next we are presented with the following screenshot. We want to choose this default answer “YES” for 
rig control, so YFKtest will provide us with a rig control file to which we can fine tune to our needs for 
communicating with the TS-590 later if we want. Hit enter and we then are ask to provide further 
information:

Using the left-right arrow keys, you scroll through the menu and choose for now, the TS-480 rig, 



USB0, and the 38400 options. Press enter after each move and appropriate choice.

We are then greeted with the following screen asking about Winkey configuration. We are using LPT 
based keying via cwdaemon, so we change the default “YES” to a “NO” here by hitting the right arrow 
key once and pressing Enter.

The next screen that pops up is GREAT! We now have a working instance of YFKtest, running 
cwdaemon LPT keying, and rig control for a TS-590 radio!

From right here, the best thing to do is to finalize settings with YFK for this and future contest or 
instances you may start. From the screen above, hit the Alt and “c” keys simultaniously. This will take 



you to the following screen:

Choose Yes by hitting enter, and the next screen is where you can edit and store a lot of good settings 
for YFKtest. Just follow the instructions as I have laid out before by using the left-right keys to change 
settings, 1 being “On” and “0” being off. My personal settings are as follows: 

Now, as the documentation mentions and was highlighted above in Red, we need to restart YFKtest, 
once back at the logging menu, type EXIT in the call area, and again restart YFKtest. However, this 



time we can launch with a single command to get back into our NAQP contest profile, just type the 
following:

sudo cwdaemon

Followed by:

./yfktest NAQP.yfk

And you should now have a running fully operational YFKtest running rig control, LPT based keying, 
and a clean log to start the contest with!


